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“Mister Wolf, this is entirely my fault and I should 
not ask you to risk yourself for my mistakes, but you are the only one who can help my 
wife. I’m begging you. Have mercy and try.” Vincent fell to his knees and pleaded.. 

For the sake of his wife, the almighty Southern King was down on his knees! 

“Mister Poole, please get up. I told you, the likelihood of this working is so slim that you 
can beg me all you want, but there’s still nothing I can do about this.” Leon sighed with r
esignation. 

“We don’t care how 
likely it’s for you to succeed. All we ask is that you try. Don’t worry. If your energy found
ation gets damaged, we’ll do whatever we can to find the ingredients that will make the 
pill to fix it, Vincent said sincerely. He understood that Leon did not wish to take the risk 
and hoped that resolving Leon’s concern over his energy foundation would convince Le
on to help. 

“Um,” Leon hesitated. 

Vincent was right and damages to one’s energy foundation could indeed be fixed by cer
tain pills, but it would be extremely time–
consuming and would require wild plants that grew for over five hundred years. 

Even the Shear Family failed to find such rare material and it would only be more challe
nging for Vincent. 

Sensing Leon’s hesitation, Fane fell onto his knees as well. 

“Mister Wolf, I know that this is going to be difficult for you, but please save my mom! It 
doesn’t matter if you succeed! We’ll never forget about it if you do us this favor,” Fane b
egged. 

“Fine. Just get up! I’ll give it a go!” Leon smiled bitterly. He was never a ruthless person 
and was moved by the Pooles‘ plea. After all, damages to his energy foundation could b
e fixed, but if he refused to act, Gloria would surely perish. 

“Thank you. Thank you so 
much.” Both Vincent and Fane were overjoyed and stood in excitement. 



“Let’s not delay this any further. We need 
to check on Missus Poole right now,” Leon said, and the three immediately rushed towa
rd the room. 

Inside the room, Gloria was barely breathing on the bed. 

Leon hurried into the room to check on her pulse, only for Doctor Chase to stop him. 

“Mister Poole, this kid’s 
just a scammer. Why did you let him back in? Missus Poole is in critical condition. right 
now and you need to get her to the hospital as soon as possible.” Doctor Chase urged. 
He knew that it was unlikely for Gloria to survive the journey to the hospital, but 
she managed to live until then, her chances. of recovering would be greater than stayin
g home. 

“How dare you?!” Vincent lounged at Doctor Chase, his powerful energy oozing out. 

“Baam!” 

Unable to withstand the force, Doctor Chase slammed into the wall behind 
him and collapsed onto the ground. 
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Feeling his insides turning, he spat blood. 

“You scammer! I’ve asked the Holy Doctor and he told me that the adrenaline injections
 have negative side effects and have to be used with caution! You gave my wife adrenal
ine injections under poor judgment, causing her situation to worsen to this state! If some
thing happens to her, I’ll make sure you suffer for this!” Vincent glared daggers at Docto
r Chase. 

If Doctor Chase did not question Leon’s skills, Vincent would not have chased Leon out 
and Gloria would not 

be in such a critical condition. 

Though Vincent knew that he was responsible as well, Doctor Chase was the person w
ho caused the situation. and it was considered an act of mercy that he did not fill Doctor 
Chase. 
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Terrified, Doctor Chase fell onto his knees and pleaded, “Mister Poole, please spare me
! I only meant to wake Missus Poole up and I didn’t know that adrenaline injections have
 negative side effects. I didn’t mean to.‘ 



“I know that you didn’t mean to, or you would have been dead by now!” Vincent roared. 

“Thank you, Mister Poole.” Drenched in sweat, Doctor Chase struggled to get up nervou
sly, knowing that his fate was tied with Gloria’s. If Gloria survived, Vincent might be willi
ng to overlook his mistake; and if something happened to Gloria, Doctor Chase knew th
at Vincent would tear him into shreds. 

Leon checked Gloria and as he expected, the cold force took over Gloria’s heart after th
e Adrenaline injections and she was one step away from death. 

Not 
daring to wait any longer, Leon immediately placed his fingers on the pressure points ar
ound Gloria’s 

chest. 

The Six Points of Fate could save her life as long as she was still 
breathing. Unfortunately, Leon was not skilled enough to utilize the full potential of the S
ix Points of Fate, and the cold force infiltrated into Gloria’s heart, so he must use his spir
itual energy to slowly extract the cold force, which could be draining. 

Considering Leon’s current strength, he did not have enough energy at his disposal and
 it was precisely the reason why he stressed that he could not help Gloria. 

Regardless, he was pushed to try and could only swallow a Spirit Nurturing Pill to prepa
re for the battle 

ahead. 

Soon, he began to fire his energy and sent his spiritual energy into Gloria’s body. The c
old force within her body slowly melted away and flooded out of her. 

From the others‘ perspective, it was as though Gloria’s body was freezing and the temp
erature around her body seemed to be dropping as well. 

Some of the cold force swarmed into Leon’s body, which he suppressed using the spirit
ual energy in his body. 

After some time, the cold force in Gloria’s internal circulation was finally eradicated, leav
ing only her heart consumed by the cold force. 
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Leon did not allow himself to relax. 



The 
cold force that took root in the heart was the trickiest to get rid of and it would be ten tim
es harder to 

eradicate the cold force. 

Leon knew that this was only the beginning. 

Time flew by and Leon paled as the spiritual energy within him was close to reaching its
 end, yet he only managed to repel one–
third of the cold force within Gloria. Without sufficient spiritual energy to act as a shield, t
he cold force began to rebound onto him. 

“Pfft!” Unable to withstand the cold force, Leon spat blood. 

As he predicted earlier, Gloria’s condition was far too severe for him to cure and as a re
sult of attempting, he suffered the damage as well. 

“Mister Wolf, wh- what is happening?” 

The Pooles were stunned at the sight of Leon spitting blood and stared anxiously. Howe
ver, since Leon was still trying to help Gloria and they did not comprehend the situation, 
none of them dared to touch Leon out of fear of interrupting him. 

“Mister Poole, I’m sorry, but I don’t think I can make it,” Leon muttered, all the while kee
ping his hands on Gloria’s body, knowing that she would die within a split moment as so
on as he let go. 

“Are you running out of true energy? It’s fine. Let me help you!” Without much time to thi
nk, Vincent jumped in and placed his palm against Leon’s back, before letting his true e
nergy flow toward Leon. 

“No, I’m not using true energy-
” Leon paled. He used using spiritual energy to repel the cold force and if Vincent starte
d transferring his true energy to him, it might have the opposite effect and injure 
both Leon and Gloria in the process.  

To Leon’s bewilderment, the true energy that flowed from Vincent’s body to his helped t
o repel the cold force. On 
top of that, it stimulated Leon’s energy center; Leon’s true energy combined with Vincen
t’s, replacing the spiritual energy that was about to run dry, before flowing toward Gloria’
s body through Leon’s finger. 

“True energy works, too? That’s great!” Leon was overjoyed. He used his spiritual energ
y 



on the Six Points of Fate and did not realize that true energy could be used as well until
 this very moment. 

He soon concluded that since spiritual energy and true energy came from the same orig
in, it was not at all strange that the two could replace one another in various situations. 

With both true energy and 
spiritual energy within Leon’s body, not only did his body accept Vincent’s true energy, h
e somehow managed to utilize it as well. 

If he was not trained in martial arts, this would have been impossible. 

“Mister Wolf, did I make it worse?” Vincent muttered hesitantly. He thought that Leon ba
sed his training on true energy as well and decided to help, not knowing that he helped 
to resolve the issue of Leon’s spiritual energy running out. 
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“No, you came to the rescue just in time! Just keep transferring your energy and I’m nin
ety percent sure that I can get Missus Poole to open her eyes!” Relieved, a smile appea
red on Leon’s face. 

Vincent was far more powerful than he was and with Vincent’s true energy, it would be e
asy to repel the cold force that took root within Gloria’s body without having to worry abo
ut the rebound. 

“Really? That’s great!” 

The Pooles were overjoyed, especially Vincent as Leon said repeatedly that there was n
o hope at all. The situation took a sharp turn and Leon claimed that there was a ninety p
ercent chance of saving Gloria, so Vincent was over the moon. 

Time flew by and with the help of Vincent’s true energy, Leon managed to repel all the c
old force in Gloria’s heart. 

“Mister Poole, you can stop now,” Leon said, before stopping the compression on Gloria
. 

“Mister Wolf, how’s my wife?” Vincent asked hastily. 

“She’s fine and should wake up soon. I just need to write her some prescription and she
 should heal in no time. Some of the cold force entered my body when I was treating her
 just now and I need to repel it from my body as well. I can write the prescription later,” L
eons said, before walking to the side to sit on the ground to focus on his circulation.  



“But-
” Vincent anxiously wanted to learn more about the situation as his wife was still uncons
cious, but decided to give up out of fear that he would disturb Leon. 

“Dad, is Mom better now?” Snow and Fane came closer. 

“I don’t know.” Vincent shook his head. 

The three shot one another worried looks when Gloria finally started moving. 

“Ahem,” She coughed and opened her eyes. 

“Mom, you’re awake!” 

Snow and Fane darted toward the bed and each took one of Gloria’s hands in exciteme
nt. 

Tears welled in Vincent’s eyes in relief when he saw his wife regaining consciousness w
ithout spitting blood. as she did earlier. 

Doctor Chase, who waited in the room, was stunned by the sight before him. As a profe
ssional doctor, he knew how severe Gloria’s illness was and he was almost certain that 
she was going to die. To his bewilderment, Leon managed to revive her. 

To say that this was a medical miracle would be an understatement. 

“Snow, Fane! Wh- What happened to me?” Gloria pinched the bridge of her nose and a
sked weakly, the color beginning to return to her cheeks. 

“Mom, you passed out and Mister Wolf brought you back.” 
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Fane said excitedly. 

“Who’s Mister Wolf?” Gloria asked dazedly. 

Every time she would faint, she was taken 
care of by Doctor Chase and she only thought that this time was  

more of the same.  

“Here’s what happened,” Fane briefly explained the situation, making sure to include the
 fact that Leon spat blood in the process of saving Missus Poole. Though he did not kno
w what caused Leon to spit blood, it was obvious that Leon’s life was in danger. 



“I see. Where’s this, Mister Wolf? We must thank him.” Learning the risk that 
Leon took to save her, Gloria struggled to get up, wanting to thank Leon in person. 

“Mom, Leon took over by the cold force and he is currently trying to recover from it,” Sn
ow explained. 

The family of four turned to look at Leon gratefully, as he tried to focus on his circulation
. 

His power level only reached the Advanced Acquired 
State, which was a far cry from the Realm of Supreme 

Master that Vincent was at. 

When Vincent transferred his true energy to Leon earlier, the brute force of the energy c
oursed through his circulation and purified 
the energy within Leon’s body. It was a once–in–a–
lifetime opportunity as Leon sensed that he was on the verge of a breakthrough, so he f
ocused and attempted to reach the peak of the Acquired State. 

Seeing how Leon did not show any sign of responding, Vincent turned his attention 
back to his wife. “Gloria, how do you feel right now? Any better?” 

“Yeah, much better. You’ve taken too big of a risk. If this failed, you would’ve caused Mi
ster Wolf to get injured.” Gloria sighed. 

“It’s fine. Any risk is worth it if it means that you will wake up. Besides, I was prepared to
 use whatever resources we have to find the ingredients for the pill 
that will help Mister Wolf’s recovery should the foundation of his power be truly damage
d!” Vincent said, feeling both glad that he did not give up on saving his wife and grateful 
that Leon did not give up either despite spitting blood. 

“Vincent, you 
shouldn’t have. You should know that I’ve been ill for some time now and no doctor on e
arth can fix me. I can feel my health declining for the past two years and I won’t last muc
h longer. If something like this happens again, don’t act rashly. I don’t want someone to 
get hurt because of me. I’d never be able to rest in peace if someone did get hurt for my
 sake,” Gloria said bitterly. 

Vincent did everything in his power in the past years to help her. She could sense that h
er time was near and accepted her fate, so she did not wish for her family to suffer any l
onger because of her illness. 

“Mom! You, you’re going to be fine,” Snow bit her lip to suppress the urge to burst into t
ears. 



Both Vincent and Fane remained quiet as their hearts sank. 
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The Pooles misunderstood and were not on the same channel as Leon right 
from the start. 

Leon meant that he was going to cure Gloria once and for all, while they thought that he
 merely helped Gloria in regaining consciousness as Doctor Chase did in the past. 

After all, 
Gloria was seen by many doctors and no one, including the Holy Doctor, had the means
 to cure her. It was only normal for the Pooles to assume that it was already a miracle th
at Gloria woke up at all. 

“You don’t have to worry, Missus Poole! Your illness has been cured completely and yo
u won’t faint out of the blue again!” Leon said as he got up and walked over. After focusi
ng on his internal circulation, he managed to repel all cold forces that infiltrated his body
 and reached the peak Acquired state at the same 

time. 

“What? I’m cured? Am I hearing this right?” Gloria’s jaw dropped as she turned to stare 
at Leon in disbelief. 

“Yeah! Leon, stop messing with us!” 

Everyone inside the room, including the Pooles, Doctor Chase, and Mister Hendrix, wer
e stunned and gaped 

at Leon. 

“I’m not messing with you. If you don’t believe me, you can take a look at Missus Poole’
s skin.” Leon pointed at Gloria. 

The others turned to stare at Gloria, noticing that while she remained fair, she was no lo
nger as pale and started showing a rosier tone. 

“Missus Poole, if I’m not mistaken, your limbs always felt like they were freezing before t
his. Why don’t you feel for yourself? Your limbs should feel much warmer now,” Leon co
ntinued with a smile. 

Snow and Fane immediately 
reached for their mother’s hands and feet, and even Vincent reached to grab one of Glo
ria’s hands hastily. When they finally realized that her temperature resumed to normal, t
hey were 



overjoyed. 

“Leon, so you’re saying that my mom’s completely cured and she won’t pass out again, 
right?” Snow grabbed Leon’s arm in excitement. 

“Yeah! I’m going to write Missus Poole some 
prescription to reinforce her immune system and so long as she takes her medicine in ti
me every day for the next two weeks, I can guarantee that she won’t show the same sy
mptoms again!” Leon nodded. 

“That’s great! 
You’re such a talented doctor!” Snow could not help but throw her arms around Leon. 

All the 
other Pooles were shocked by the sight and their eyes darted between Snow and Leon.  

They knew that Snow was betrayed in love in the past and were concerned about her. 
Seeing how Snow hugged Leon, they soon realized that she developed feelings for him. 
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Vincent was especially impressed. 

He was slightly appalled by Leon when Leon refused to disclose who taught him martial 
art and at that point, Vincent gave up on matchmaking Leon and his 
daughter. However, Leon risked his life to save Gloria and apart from feeling grateful, Vi
ncent started thinking about having Leon as his son–in–law again. 

As Fane mentioned before, Snow and Leon looked perfect together. 

“Um, I was too excited. Sorry,” Realizing what she was doing, Snow blushed and pulled 
away, before tugging her hair behind her ear sheepishly, not knowing how easy to read 
she was. 

“Mister Poole, do you have a piece of paper and a pen? I’ll write down Missus Poole’s p
rescription.” Feeling slightly awkward, Leon changed the subject. 

“I do. I’ll bring them here for you.” Fane hurried out to find a pen and 
paper, before handing them to Leon. 

Leon left a few recipes for medicine and explained how the medication worked in detail. 

Vincent took a deep bow at Leon with 
the recipes in hand and said, “Mister Wolf, I’m sorry about misjudging you earlier. Not o
nly have I declined your act of kindness, but I was also about to commit violence. I’ve be
en wrong. Do accept my apology.” 



“Mister Poole, you don’t have to be sorry. It’s just a misunderstanding. It’s nothing, real
ly,” Leon said. 

“Also, thank you for saving my wife’s life and curing the illness that has made her suffer 
for years. I can never repay the debt we owe you. Please accept this cheque,” Vincent s
aid before handing Leon a cheque. 

“It’s fine! Mister Poole, I’m not a professional doctor so I vow to never take money for he
lping people. Besides, I’m friends with your son, and helping Missus Poole is merely wh
at I should do.” Leon pushed the cheque away gently with a smile. 

“Um, alright, then. If you don’t want to take the money, I won’t push you into accepting it
.” Vincent was surprised that Leon did not expect anything in return for risking his life to 
save Gloria and was further impressed by Leon’s character. “I’ll never forget what you di
d for us. From now on, whatever you need, I’ll go through fire to deliver it to you!” Vince
nt continued with determination. 

“Thank you, Mister Poole.” Leon smiled and did not refuse Vincent’s offer again. 

He crossed Jacob multiple times, which meant he must have provoked the Northern Kin
g as well. Vincent’s support would help to save Leon a lot of trouble when necessary. 

“Mister Hendrix, go gather the ingredients written here!” Vincent said, before handing th
e recipes over. 

“Yes, sir,” Mister Hendrix said, before leaving with the recipes. 

Vincent then turned his attention to Doctor Chase, who 
hid in the corner. “Doctor Chase, it’s time we settle the debt between us! You knew that 
the adrenaline injections have side effects and you injected them 
into my wife anyway. Were you trying to kill her?” Vincent roared maliciously. 
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“Mister Poole, please spare me! I just mean to get Missus Poole to wake up. I didn’t me
an to,” Terrified, Doctor Chase fell onto his knees. 

He did not think much of the side effects of the adrenaline injections and he wanted to r
evive Gloria as soon as possible so that Vincent would reward him handsomely. Natural
ly, he could not possibly confess his true. intention at the time, or Vincent would kill him 
right there and then. 

As the Southern King, Vincent would encounter no issue with killing a mere doctor. 

“Vincent, that’s enough. Doctor Chase helped me through the past two years. Since he 
didn’t mean to make a mistake, just spare him,” Gloria said. 



“No way! This scammer doesn’t have any sense of morals and almost got you killed. I r
efuse to let him go!” Vincent gritted out furiously. 

“Please! I was wrong! Please have mercy on me,” Drenched in sweat, Doctor Chase ple
aded. 

“Vincent, just leave him alone. I’m fine right now. Why would you hold him here?” Gloria 
always had a 

gentle heart and continued to plead for Doctor Chase. 

Vincent hesitated. His wife just woke up and he did not wish to upset her over someone 
so insignificant. In the end, he decided to compromise and nodded. “Doctor Chase, seei
ng how you’ve worked hard to help Gloria in the past 
two years, I’ll let you go! You’re fired and you’re going to stay out of my sight from now 
on! 

He said coldly. 

Doctor Chase was the family doctor that he hired with a tremendous amount of money a
nd merely firing him 

was considered merciful. 

“Thank you. Thank you for showing me mercy.” Relieved that he survived, Doctor Chas
e bowed. 

“Don’t thank me. You should be thanking Mister Wolf. If he didn’t manage to save my wi
fe, I would’ve killed you!” Vincent snorted. 

“Yes. Thank you, Mister Wolf.” Doctor Chase turned to bow at Leon. He thought that Le
on was a scammer and was impressed by Leon’s skills in saving someone on the brink 
of dying. 

“Alright, you may go now!” Vincent spat darkly. 

Doctor Chase hurried out of the house and a servant went into the room after he left. “Si
r, lunch is ready.” 

“Mister Wolf, let’s have lunch together. I must toast to you to express my gratitude and a
pologize for the 

rudeness I’ve shown earlier,” Vincent said. 

“I’ll take you up on that offer, then,” Leon agreed with a smile. 



As Gloria was still frail and needed rest, she could not attend lunch with the rest, so Vin
cent arranged for the nanny to stay with her, before heading to the dining hall with Leon 
and the others. 

 

 

 

 


